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Teachers’ Notes Written by Bronwyn Owen



Bird and Sugar Boy by Sofie Laguna Overview James Burdell, or Bird, is best mates with Craig ‘Sugar Boy’ Hill. Together they fish, ride their bikes, race the trains, terrorise their teachers, give their parents a bit of a hard time, and generally enjoy a fantastic, easy friendship. Bird is being raised by his father alone, after his mother ‘shot through’ when he was very small. He has only a cloudy memory of her, the smell of wet wool, and has trouble remembering her face. His father runs his own mechanics business, and is doing his best to raise his son on his own. Bird’s favourite pastime, other than being with Sugar Boy, is studying birds in nature and in books, most specifically Birds: A Field Guide by AP Davies, which he bought from the Op Shop. Sugar Boy comes from a much more traditional family structure, with a mother who worries constantly about her children and a father who is mostly absent from the home, spending a lot of time at work to support his family. Sugar’s brother Chris has a serious breathing condition, and when his father finds a better job in Western Australia, the family decide to move to Broome to provide better medical treatment for their son. For Bird, losing Sugar Boy is more than he can comprehend. He reacts by closing himself off to Sugar Boy, not allowing him to know how much he will be missed, and withdrawing his friendship almost immediately. Bird feels as though another important person in his life is ‘shooting through’ and he fails to consider or attempt to understand the circumstances under which Sugar Boy has to leave. During this time, Bird acts out at school, disrupting the classroom, vandalising equipment, and harassing his teachers. It is clear that he is on a downward spiral, and in an adult, Bird’s behaviour might be described as a form of depression, and certainly a cry for help. It is clear that it will take something big to shake the ground under him and bring him to his senses before he gets out of control. Bird begins to daydream about AP Davies (the author of Birds: A Field Guide), and the idea that he alone will understand how Bird is feeling. He imagines AP Davies will take him under his wing (pardon the pun) and that together they will open a sanctuary for endangered birds, and he is enormously comforted by the daydream. He begins to put a plan into action to run away to the Blue Mountains where he will meet AP Davies and all his daydreams will become reality. This is his turn to shoot through on someone, to make them feel what he feels, and the thought galvanises him to the point of actually running away.
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Bird’s experience of being out on his own is a frightening one, where he finds himself completely out of his depth and unaware of the dangers around him in a strange city. Finally, slightly delirious from hunger and tiredness and running from people who he thinks are trying to catch him, he jumps over a train line and is clipped by an oncoming train. When he wakes up he is safe in a hospital bed with a broken arm and cuts and bruises, and with his father and friends around him. Ultimately Bird is able to speak candidly with his father about his feelings, and with Sugar Boy, now in Broome and also missing his best friend terribly, and he also mends some fences with his teachers and one of the girls from school, who looks likely to become a good friend.



Themes • • • • •



Friendship/Mateship Families Abandonment Learning difficulties Honesty



Key Characters • • • • • • • •



James ‘Bird’ Burdell Craig ‘Sugar Boy’ Hill Bird’s dad Sue Hill (Sugar’s mum) Mrs Naylor/Mr Kemp (school teachers) Jacky Jane AP Davies (author of Birds: A Field Guide) Uncle Garry, Lena and ‘the boys’



Friendship • The friendship between Bird and Sugar Boy is a quintessential Australian schoolboy friendship, full of long hours spent not doing much but enjoying each other’s company, skimming stones, bending coins on the train track, and being outdoors. Do these sorts of friendships still exist between boys (or girls) today? We hear so much about the impact of computers and the internet on the quality of children’s adventurous play, but is this really the reality for a lot of children? Discuss this idea with your students. How do they spend the majority of their time playing with friends? You could make a graph of the most popular outside-school activities and see how realistic Bird and Sugar Boy’s lives are. It will be interesting to note any differences that might show, 2



depending on whether you live in the city or the country. For example, not many city kids would be able to ride to a local water hole to fish, just as not many country kids would be able to get to the cinema or the nearest large shopping centre on their own. • Aside from Sugar Boy, Bird does not really have any other good friends. This means he feels the impact of Sugar Boy leaving even more keenly than he otherwise would, as he feels as though he has been left alone. Without any other real friends he has no support network to help him cope. Is it okay to have different ‘levels’ of friendship with a range of people? For example, you might have a special best friend at school and then a few other friends who live close to your home, who you play with after school or on holidays. There are many different types of friendships, and some people have lots of good friends while others have one or two important friends and not many of the other kind. Discuss as a group that there is a wide spectrum of ‘normal’ when it comes to making friends and forming long-lasting friendships. Remember to be sensitive to those in your group who may not have particular friends within the class, to avoid them feeling excluded or under the spotlight. • Bird’s father has a lot to deal with in his life, losing his partner and then raising a child alone. He has good friends in Uncle Garry, Lena, Carby and Animal. Talk with your students about what it means to have a support network to share the load when things are difficult. Students might like to get into small groups to talk about who they would go to if they needed support from others. This could include friends, family, teachers, extended family, etc. You could talk about how these friendships are viewed outside of the family, i.e. Sugar’s mother disapproves of Bird’s immediate family, saying these people are a bad influence, where as they are actually a great influence on Bird and great friends to his father (and when Bird disappears, they do anything they can to get him back).



Families • Bird and Sugar Boy have very different family experiences. Sugar Boy has a much more traditional family structure, with mother, father and three kids. Sugar’s father works very hard, and very long hours, to pay for their son’s medical expenses, which means that he is very rarely home. Bird, on the other hand, comes from a single-parent family, and is an only child. His father also works hard to provide for his family, but he makes his own hours in his own business because, as he so rightly points out, the “lot of the single parent” (p60) is that you need to be both bringing in the income and at home for the family. Discuss as a class the differences in these two parenting styles, and the pros and cons of each. It would be interesting to look at all the different situations that exist just amongst your students. You could make a list of the different experiences to highlight how there is no one true parenting style and that each family works with what they have and does their best, just as Bird and Sugar Boy’s parents do. • Read the opening passage on page 16, where Bird overhears Sugar Boy’s mother on the telephone, quite clearly discussing him and Sugar. She talks about Bird’s role models being ‘rough around the edges’ and refers to them as ‘bikies’. Do you think she is basing this on anything particular about Bird’s father as a role model, or is it fair to say she is making a generalisation based 3



on the perception people might have about ‘bikies’? Is this fair? Because the two families come from different walks of life there are going to be obvious differences between their views on parenting and raising their children. However, would it be fair to say that both families have the same goals and expectations for their children, and that in fact they are much more similar than they might realise? Discuss this idea and the sorts of values that might be important to each family. • Although Bird only has his father in his immediate family, he has a strong connection to his Uncle Garry and Lena, and to a lesser extent his father’s mates. Together this group acts as a support network to Bird and his father, and the solidarity is clearly shown in the way they rally to find Bird when he goes missing. Discuss this idea of extended family with your class, looking at all the people who make up a ‘family’ – not just those who we are actually related to. This can include friends, teachers who we have a special connection with, your sports team coach, your neighbours, and anyone else who has a positive role in shaping your life and guiding you. • Is Bird’s relationship with his father a ‘normal’ one? It is quite common for fathers and sons to have trouble communicating their emotions with one another, and this can have a huge impact on them in times of emotional crisis, especially in a family when the mother is absent. We know that Bird’s dad cares a great deal for his son, but both of them have something holding them back. Look at the way Bird talks about his emotional feelings as being ball bearings stuck in his throat and threatening to come out. He has little experience of crying and quite possibly it is exactly what he needs to do, but his father is unable to ‘help’ him release these feelings. Perhaps Bird’s dad feels that in order to be a strong role model and father, you shouldn’t talk about your emotions. He always talks about ‘living in reality’ and in this way he has taught Bird to swallow his emotional feelings. How healthy is this? How do you feel after you have cried about something? Often an outlet of emotion, be it anger or tears, can be described as a release. Can you understand how this might apply? Talk about some times when you have felt better after giving your emotions free rein.



Abandonment • The issue of abandonment is dealt with on several levels in Bird and Sugar Boy. Bird still feels the pain of being abandoned by his mother, and it is clear that his father is still reeling from the abandonment he felt when his wife left him to raise their child alone. Bird is struck by a sense of abandonment once again when his best friend Sugar Boy tells him he is moving to the other side of the country. This motif runs through the book and is played out in a range of scenarios as Bird tries to understand what it means to be left by someone. • “I rode slowly and I thought about the way baby birds are – the way they know how to tip back their heads and stretch their beaks open so wide for their mother as if it was the most important thing in the world, which it was, because if they didn’t get the worm they wouldn’t make it through the day. I thought about the way they knew it was their mother coming to feed them, even with their eyes closed, and I thought about what would happen to the babies if the mother got in some danger on the way back to the nest and
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never turned up. What would the babies do? How long until they closed their beaks and thought to themselves, She isn’t coming back?” (p76) • Bird’s natural response to feeling abandoned by Sugar Boy is to close down his emotions, to push him away before he himself can be pushed away, to abandon Sugar Boy right back. “I didn’t want to see stupid Sugar Boy on Saturday. I didn’t have anything else to do, but I didn’t want to see him.” (p57) “I was practising being without Sugar Boy. I wanted to get used to it as fast as I could.” (p76) Why do you think Bird has reacted in this way? Is this the way he has learnt to deal with abandonment from his father, by pushing it away and not dealing with it openly? His father talks about sticking with ‘reality’, about the way things actually are rather than being a dreamer, yet he seems unable to acknowledge, or blind to, his son’s pain at his loss, until he comes close to losing him.



Learning Difficulties • Bird clearly has some behavioural issues in the classroom, which are only exacerbated by the news of Sugar Boy leaving. He is the sort of child that often gets labelled the ‘class clown’ because they are always speaking out or making quiet jokes to make the other students laugh. What might be the reasons for Bird’s behaviour? He doesn’t seem to have trouble with his schoolwork, but rather he seems to be easily distracted, constantly thinking of other things, doodling and drawing, rather than concentrating on his work. There are often underlying reasons why some students perform badly in class, and usually it is not because they are ‘naughty’ children. Sometimes there can be learning difficulties such as dyslexia or ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), or they have an accelerated learning ability and find themselves bored with the material that is presented in class because they are not being stimulated. Discuss these possible scenarios with your students to see if any of the associated symptoms seem to fit Bird’s classroom behaviour. What do your students think about these labels for behaviour? Are they realistic? Is it fair that often other students are distracted by those who misbehave, and therefore their own learning is compromised? Talk these things through with your students and look at possible models for behaviour, while keeping in mind that you may already have students in your classroom dealing with some of these issues. • When Bird returns to school after running away, he is unprepared for the reaction from his teacher, Mrs Naylor. “Our eyes met only once and those nail eyes said, I’m really glad you made it back, and my behavioural-problem eyes said, Thank you.” (p157) Do you think this is a sign that Bird’s behaviour might improve in Mrs Naylor’s class? Why might things be different for him now? What about the conversation Bird has with Mr Kemp? If you actually look at the dialogue Bird really doesn’t say much to Mr Kemp at all, however the conversation speaks volumes in terms of an unspoken agreement that Bird will be making amends for his previous behaviour, and hopefully turning over a new leaf in class.
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Honesty • Honesty becomes and issue for Bird when he begins to deceive his father. In lying to him about staying with Sugar Boy he not only damages his father’s trust, but he allows himself to be put into a dangerous situation that his father is unable to protect him from. Is it fair to say that all children lie to their parents at some stage? Do you think Bird was aware of the danger he was putting himself in when he lied to his father about where he was going? In hindsight we can see that Bird was out of his depth in attempting to travel to the Blue Mountains, but at the time it seemed an exciting plan. Often deception can work this way, when events that we can’t manage spiral out of our control. In what other ways was Bird dishonest to his father, and himself, and also to Sugar Boy? What sort of impact did his dishonesty have on those people around him? Talk about the ripple effect of telling lies, and use examples from the book to support your discussion. • Why is it that Bird is unable to be honest with Sugar Boy and tell him how much he will be missed? Is he trying to save face, to seem tough or strong when he feels like crying? Sometimes it can seem easier to do that than to tell someone how we truly feel, but is this always the best plan? Ask students to think of some personal examples of situations where they have been dishonest with someone rather than reveal their true feelings? Was it successful, or did it backfire and make the problem worse?



Significant scenes and passages (p91) “I wondered if my mother had a plan when she was leaving. Did she hear Dad banging pots round in the kitchen too? Or was it my crying that made her do it? Dad said I had the loudest cry on me and that I used to wake the whole district. Maybe she heard me crying one night and said, ‘I can’t stand it another minute!’ And then after that she made her plan.” • How likely is it that this was the reason for Bird’s mother to leave? What might the real reasons have been? Do you think it really had much to do with Bird at all? Is it normal for children to feel responsible when their parents’ marriage breaks down? • Do you think Bird really believes this possible justification for his mother leaving? Why else would he tell himself something like this? Is this like a type of survivor guilt he is feeling? Might it make it easier for him to have someone to blame, rather than to accept that bad things sometimes just happen to good people? Discuss this idea as a class or as small groups. (p77) Suddenly the 4.40 express to the city via Glengray was racing towards the tunnel. It was a train monster zooming towards me, coming to get me. Its two headlights were two bright white eyes hunting me out. Roarrrrrrrrrrrr! I pressed back against the wall of the tunnel as the monster raced past. My heart was pounding. I saw faces staring out from the carriages, but they didn’t see me. Roarrrrrrrr! If I had been standing any closer to the tracks… Riding home, I felt I could do anything; it was as if all the rules inside me that said what I could or couldn’t do got caught up in the air that rushed around the train as it sped along.” 6



• Read this passage and the page or so that precedes it. What frame of mind do you think Bird is in at this point? Is he behaving normally? How can Bird be surprised when suddenly the train is upon him, when just a moment before he has acknowledged to himself that the 4.40 would be there soon? What do you think he is really meaning when he says, “If I had been standing any closer to the tracks…”? If you believe your students are mature enough to cope with the concepts you could discuss this passage in terms of how it relates to possible depression, and potentially even thoughts of suicide. (pp149-150) “I pulled back from Dad. ‘Mum shot through,’ I said. I could speak. There were no more ball bearings left in me and I could speak. He looked at me, then he shook his head and said, ‘She made the biggest mistake of her life leaving you, James. You’re the best thing…’ They didn’t look like easy things for Dad to say. He’s not a big talker and he doesn’t cry in movies or tell you his thoughts. But he kept going. ‘You – you saved my life. You’re why I’m here, James. You’re the best thing that ever happened to me. I wish I could be both for you. I wish I could do it better.’” • How important, and overdue, is this conversation between Bird and his father? How ‘cathartic’ is it for their future relationship? Read slightly further when Bird says he feels as though he’d “thrown my drowning dad a life-buoy in a stormy ocean”. Would it be fair to say that his dad had thrown him one too? Why/Why not? Could it be that Bird would never have known these things about his relationship with his father if they had not been pushed to this point? Discuss with your students the importance of maintaining lines of communication even when things seem dire, to avoid the sort of potential catastrophe that Bird and his father were facing. This might also be a good opportunity to discuss the idea of speaking to someone (a family member, teacher, friend’s parent, etc) if you feel overwhelmed by events or emotions in your life, and the idea of having a ‘support network’ to help you over difficult hurdles.
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